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Abstract: Electrical insulation can have imperfections due to manufacturing or ageing. When
the insulation is electrically stressed, partial discharge (PD) pulses, with very fast rise-times and
short-time durations, may occur. One of the consequences of charges being accelerated within the
discharge is the emission of electromagnetic energy. The measurement of these emissions is widely
used to identify defective insulation within high voltage equipment and help in predictive and
planned maintenance in order to prevent sudden failure. The location of the source of the radiated PD
signals may be determined using multi-lateration techniques using an array of at least four antennas.
Depending on the relative position between the antennas and the PD source, the pulsed emissions
from the PD source arrive at each antenna at different times. The relative time differences of arrivals
(TDOA) together with the antenna positions are variables used to locate the PD source in 3D space.
This paper investigates the accuracy of the location determination of the source as a consequence of
systematic errors on the positioning of the antennas. These errors are analyzed for three different
antenna array configurations and for different vector directions from the arrays. Additionally, the
least sensitive layout in relation to antenna positioning errors is proposed to assist in improving the
location accuracy of PD sources.

Keywords: radio-frequency localization; partial discharges; antenna positioning; measurement errors

1. Introduction

Asset failures in the high voltage grid can cause power blackouts for large numbers of customers,
thus predictive maintenance of the assets is paramount to avoid undesired failures [1]. Several
techniques are used to carry out predictive maintenance but the measurement of partial discharges
(PD) is a common method since PD phenomena can unveil aged or defective devices within electrical
facilities [2]. PD occurs in inhomogeneous locations within or on insulating materials stressed by high
voltage. These pulses radiate electromagnetic energy fields which are measurable with antennas [3].
The PD source can be located by deploying an appropriate set of antennas and processing the acquired
electromagnetic emissions correctly [4,5].

To estimate the PD source position it is required to know the antenna positions and the time
differences of arrival (TDOA) of the emissions between antennas. There may be many sources of errors
related to the process of PD sources location [6]. For instance, the antenna layout and the relative
positions of the antennas within the array in relation to the source affects the location accuracy [7,8],
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since some positions of the source are less sensitive than others to errors for any given array. One
of the variables used in the location of the source of PD is the known position of the antennas in the
coordinate system. Though the antennas must be positioned carefully and accurately there always
exists an uncertainty in their known positions. Obviously, these errors will affect the TDOA used for
the localization of the PD source. Usually, when the data is processed, the theoretical position of the
antennas does not include these systematic errors, but unfortunately, the TDOA will be affected. As a
consequence, when executing the location algorithm the determined PD source location will be shifted
from the actual position.

In this paper, using simulations systematic errors of only one centimeter in the position of the
antennas within arrays which have antennas separated by around 2 m are shown to propagate to
the estimated location of the source. Three antenna layouts (square, pyramidal and trapezoidal)
and several representative PD source positions—the source surrounded by the antennas and the
source outside the array—are studied. In each case, a statistical analysis is made to compare how the
positioning errors are propagated differently for each configuration.

2. Location Algorithm

The principles of PD source location are based on the simple kinematics of rectilinear movement,
so the distance Di covered by the emissions from the source to the ith antenna is equal to the time spent
propagating on this path, ti, multiplied by, c, the speed of propagation:

Di = c · ti =
√
(xi − xs)2 + (yi − ys)2 + (zi − zs)2 = ‖Pi − Ps‖. (1)

In Equation (1), c and the antenna positions, Pi = (xi, yi, zi) are known so the target is to calculate
the source position (xs, ys, zs). Unfortunately, the time of flight ti from the PD source to the ith antenna
cannot be determined because the initial time of the emission is not known. To solve this issue the time
differences of arrival of the emissions to the different antennas are used instead [9]. Thus Equation (1)
is modified to:

Dij = c(ti − tj) = ‖Pi − Ps‖ − ‖Pj − Ps‖. (2)

The variable Dij is the difference in distances from the source to the antennas i and j. The variables
ti and tj are relative signal detection onsets which depend on the configuration of the acquisition with
(ti − tj) being the measured TDOA, which always depends on the antenna array arrangement and PD
source geometry. Since there are three unknown variables, Ps = (xs, ys, zs), three equations are required
to find the PD source position. This is achieved using four antennas to obtain at least three TDOA
values. An optimization technique called particle swarm optimization (PSO) can be used to solve this
system of nonlinear equations, leading to accurate theoretical results for this application [5,10]. The
target of PSO is to find the PD source position P̂s which minimizes the equation:

f (x̂s, ŷs, ẑs) =
3

∑
i=1

4

∑
j=i+1

(
D′ij − ‖Pi − P̂s‖+ ‖Pj − P̂s‖

)2
. (3)

The variable D′ij is the difference in distance from the estimated source to antennas i and j;
this already includes any positioning error since the position of the antennas has been altered by a
determined quantity. The analytic calculation of the error determined in Equation (3) in the estimation
of (x̂s, ŷs, ẑs) may theoretically be calculated through applying propagation of errors techniques.
In general, considering a Gaussian distribution of the uncertainties, the propagation of the error in the
variables ki in a general function g(k1, k2, ..., kn) can be obtained by calculating the partial derivatives
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of the function with respect to each variable multiplied by its own uncertainty ∆ki and squaring the
quadratic sum of all terms for each variable, see Equation (4).

∆k =

√(
∂g
∂k1

)2
(∆k1)2 +

(
∂g
∂k2

)2
(∆k2)2 + ... +

(
∂g
∂kn

)2
(∆kn)2. (4)

In this case, omitting the TDOAs, there are 12 variables, 3 for each antenna. The analytic calculation
of the error generated in each dimension depends on the other dimensions of the PD source so the
sole definition of the problem requires a high degree of sophistication and its solution requires high
computational resources. For this reason, it is difficult to undertake the analytic calculation of the
propagated error. In this paper, the propagated error is quantified by simulations as described in
Section 4.

3. Antenna Layouts

The antenna layout affects the source location due to the different sensitivity in errors in the
time differences of arrival [6]. In this paper, three commonly used antennas configurations (square,
pyramid and trapezoidal) shown in Figure 1 have been analyzed. The square arrangement is the
most widely used for PD source location [4]. The pyramidal array has also been widely used but this
arrangement provides results which are not as satisfactory. The trapezoidal layout has been used in
some publications yielding good results in a wide range of directions [7]. In the following simulations,
all antenna layouts have one of the antennas positioned in a different plane from the plane formed by
the other 3 antennas. This is required because if all antennas are placed in the same plane, the location
is not possible. For instance, with all antennas placed in the XY plane, there will be no positional
resolution in the Z dimension making it impossible to 3D locate the desired source.
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Figure 1. Antenna layouts used in the study, the antennas are represented by black dots.

4. Results and Discussion

The study in this Section quantifies the uncertainty in the position of the source when a systematic
error is present in the positioning of the antennas. The procedure of the study is, first, to define the
theoretical position of the antennas and the source, then, to apply the errors to the antenna positions
and to calculate the resulting TDOA with the errors included. Then, the localization algorithm is
executed both for the correct positions of the antennas and also using the TDOA with the positioning
error. As a result, the location of the source is shifted from the actual position. Running this procedure
for different source positions gives an indication of which antenna layout would be the best for certain
PD source directions.
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The simulations consider an ε positioning error in the antennas; this error is applied as follows.
One antenna has each positional component (x, y, z) changed independently by ε, keeping the other
3 antennas in the correct positions. The other 3 antennas are then changed in the same way. As a
result, for each configuration and each position of the source there are 24 cases (4 antennas and 2 errors
(ε = ±1 cm) on each coordinate (x, y, z)). Table 1 shows the six cases for antenna i out of four antennas.

Table 1. Different errors applied to antenna i

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

x′i = xi + ε x′i = xi − ε x′i = xi x′i = xi x′i = xi x′i = xi
y′i = yi y′i = yi y′i = yi + ε y′i = yi − ε y′i = yi y′i = yi
z′i = zi z′i = zi z′i = zi z′i = zi z′i = zi + ε z′i = zi − ε

As a result 24 scatter points localization is obtained. Figure 2 shows the case where the PD source
is located at (5, 0, 3) m from different points of view. The different antennas are marked as large black
points, the theoretical source position with large grey points and the cluster resulting of solutions for
all cases resulting in shifted PD sources locations with small black points.

The error in distance ∆Ps from the shifted PD sources locations, P̂s to the actual position is
calculated by Equation (5). This procedure is repeated for several PD source positions with different
antenna layouts and a statistical analysis of the location errors is made to ascertain which antenna
layout and which directions are more or less affected by the antenna positioning errors.

∆Ps = ‖P̂s − Ps‖ =
√
(x̂s − xs)2 + (ŷs − ys)2 + (ẑs − zs)2. (5)
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Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Source locations with the induced errors in source location at (5,0,3) m which represents the
points Ps2 and Ps4 in the Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

4.1. Error Considering the Distance of the PD Source to the Antenna Array

The effect of the distance between the PD source and antenna layout is evaluated. Different PD
sources have been placed in certain fixed directions but at different distances to the antenna layouts.
When the PD source is surrounded by the antennas, that is, when Ps1 = (0, 0, 0) m, the errors are in
the range of millimeters with all the antenna layouts providing similar errors, see Figure 3a. The effect
of the distance of the PD source to the array in the location error can be observed comparing points
Ps2 = (5, 0, 3) m and Ps3 = (10, 0, 6) m —placed in the same direction but doubling the distance from
the origin. The result is as expected since the localization error for each configuration of antennas
is larger when the source is farther away, see the box plots shown in Figure 3. In the box plots the
horizontal line inside the rectangle represents the median of the error, the box top represents the 75th
percentile, the box bottom represents the 25th percentile, the horizontal lines outside the box represent
the maximum and the minimum errors, with the small red cross representing the outliers.

In the square configuration, at (5, 0, 3) m, the median of all 24 possible errors is 0.054 m and at
(10, 0, 6) m is 0.27 m, five times larger though the distance is only doubled. The same happens in the
pyramidal configuration: at (5, 0, 3) m the median is 0.070 m and at (10, 0, 6) m is 0.32 m. Finally, in
the trapezoidal configuration, at (5, 0, 3) m the median is 0.034 m and at (10, 0, 6) m the median is
0.08 m, which is 2.35 times larger. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in this direction, the trapezoidal
configuration is better for two reasons: namely it has the lowest location errors in both cases and the
error for longer distances has a lower rate of growth.
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Figure 3. Box plots of the source localization error considering the distance between the antennas array
and the PD source.

4.2. Error Considering the Direction of the PD Source from the Antenna Array

The effect on the error in the PD source location regarding the direction between the antenna
arrays and the PD source is studied in this Section. Three points are analyzed: Ps4 = (5, 0, 3) m,
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Ps5 = ( 5√
2

, 5√
2

, 3) m and Ps6 = (0, 5, 3) m, see grey points in Figure 4. All of the points are at the same
distance from the center of each antenna array but with different directions. The results shows that
the square configuration has a median in localization error for all 24 possibilities of 0.054, 0.047 and
0.074 m respectively for the three analysed PD positions. The pyramidal layout has a median of 0.070,
0.322 and 0.064 m respectively and, finally, the trapezoidal arrangement has error medians of 0.034,
0.047 and 0.049 m respectively. As these results show, the direction of the PD source and the antenna
arrangements affect the localization errors. In the analysed directions, the trapezoidal layout reports
lower and more stable location errors than the other configurations. The full statistic results are shown
in the box plots displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Source points analyzed (grey points) regarding the direction vector between the antennas
array (black points) and the PD source.
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Figure 5. Box plots of location error in source location regarding the direction vector between the
antennas array and the PD source.

It can be seen that the trapezoidal configuration yields a more compact scatter point localization
set than the square and pyramidal configurations confirming that, in the directions considered, the
trapezoidal configuration appears to produce lower errors than the other configurations.

5. Conclusions

In agreement with previous work, the antenna layout arrangement affects the localization of PD
sources in the presence the antenna positioning errors. The best antenna layout for the selected source
positions appears to be the trapezoidal arrangement since it reports lower location errors. The relative
position of the PD source with respect to the antennas also affects the propagated error in the source
location. When the PD source is enclosed by antennas, the errors in the location are very small. With
the same absolute errors in the antennas positioning, the errors in the source location are larger as the
source-antennas distance increases. In the cases where the source is far from the antennas, errors of one
centimeter in the antenna positioning can be translated into tens of cm of error in the source location.
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The PD source direction with respect to the antenna arrays also affects in the localization error thus
it is recommended to place the antennas following the best or preferred directions to minimize the
uncertainty in the estimated position of the source.

Finally, as a general recommendation, the position of the antennas should be carefully measured
in a reference system to avoid adding an important uncertainty to the calculated location of the source.
Additionally, the array should be placed as close to the estimated position of the source as possible
and oriented to the direction where the configuration is less sensitive to errors. When possible, the
best alternative is to surround the estimated position of the source to minimize the uncertainty.
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